Our Vision, Mission and Values

VISION

MISSION

We live in a changing world. The global
population is rapidly expanding – especially in coastal zones. Climate change is
having a major impact on coastal regions.
The world’s energy demand continues to
increase whilst simultaneously moving
towards more sustainable sources.

We deliver excellent marine support for coastal infrastructure and offshore energy markets. As leading marine support provider we add value
to our clients and we strive for durable profitability. By continuously
adapting and improving our services and assets we enhance sustainability
and contribute to the decarbonization and greenhouse gas reduction of
the offshore value chain.
We work as a team in an environment of trust, built on safety and
expertise, to be a force for good.

Coastal infrastructure and offshore energy
developments are key in facing these challenges. Maritime activities are crucial for the
sustainable provision of energy, housing,
trade and food for the expanding global
population and future generations.

ACTA MARINE CORE VALUES
As a family-owned company with a long-term vision, we take CARE
of all aspects of our business: our clients, business partners and
shareholders, our people, our assets, and the environment we
work in.

Acta Marine is the trusted marine support
partner in developing coastal infrastructure and offshore energy markets.

C

ollaborative

Through long-term relationships with our
clients and stakeholders, we cooperate in a
transparent way. We are service-orientated,
taking care of our clients’ needs and requirements.

A

ccountable

Stewardship is in our DNA and we operate in a safe and responsible manner. We take
ownership of our actions, of our behaviour and
treat people and our planet with respect.

+31 (0)88 03 20 900

R

eliable

E

xpertise

We act with integrity and do everything in our power to maintain our
reputation as the trusted marine support partner. We honour our commitments and consistently deliver quality services with care for the safety and
wellbeing of all involved and the environment we work in.

We build on our experience in offshore and coastal waters and contin
uously look for the best solutions and innovations that fit the needs of our
clients and the industry as a whole. Utilising our knowledge and expertise,
we explore new opportunities, technologies and markets and proactively
improve our operations.

info@actamarine.com

www.actamarine.com

